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Objective:
Solve each POV (Point of View Statement) by 

using two different ideation methods. This project focuses on 
three popular game apps.

Candy Crush Saga Trivia Crack Words with Friends 2



POV 
Statement 
#1
Puzzle gamers need

levels of gameplay 

that are of reasonable 

difficulty because they 

want to unlock new 

challenges.

Ideation Methods

Sketch:

Create a reward 

system for completing 

difficult levels. Make 
the users feel 

accomplished.

An example of a 

reward may be 
skipping another hard 

level.



POV 
Statement 
#1

Puzzle gamers 

need levels of 

gameplay that are 

of reasonable difficulty

because they want 

to unlock 

new challenges.

Ideation Methods

Puzzle gamers need levels of 

gameplay that are 
of reasonable difficulty because

they want to unlock new challenges.

Take out some of the 

hardest levels to 

complete

Create a 

difficulty 

setting
Give number of 

strikes before 

closing level

Create 

interesting 

content to 

distract them 

during hard 
levels

Ask people to gauge 

difficulty

Reward users for 

completing 

challenging levels

Mindmapping: putting 

problem statement in the center and 

having participants build off statement.

Put interesting 

videos after 5 

minutes

Three Strikes

Allow to skip 

ads

Make easy, medium, 

hard level options

Option to revert 

settings back

Offer limits



POV 
Statement 
#2
Puzzle gamers need a 

way to continue using 

boosters because

gameplay can 

be interrupted when 

lives run out.

Ideation Methods

SCAMPER:

• Substitute- instead of "using" say "gaining", 
instead of "interrupted" say "intercepted"

• Combine- Combine marketing efforts with 
candy company Hershey's to make 

graphics more realistic and interesting 
during difficult levels

• Adapt- adapt the target group from 
"puzzle gamers" to "gamers under the age 

of 20"

• Modify- Add extra boosters that when 
used eliminate all candies

• Put to another use- Present a toy that a 
toddler can use to judge complexity

• Eliminate- Eliminate one type of candy 
from gameplay to make it easier without 

boosters

• Reverse- Rearrange the candy colors so 
users have a different perspective and 
distraction from interrupted gameplay

Worst idea possible:

Eliminate all boosters so users 

are stuck on the same level 
forever.



POV 
Statement 
#3
Trivia gamers 

need questions 

with good phrasing 

because questions 

can be 

confusing without 

proper diction.

Ideation Methods

Worst Possible Idea:

Mix up the phrasing of 

the trivia question then 

launch a function that 
insults user when they get 

that question wrong.

Sketch: Create an alert button that 

automatically alerts designers to 

confusing questions



POV 
Statement 
#4
Trivia gamers need

a variety of topics 

because they want to 

be knowledgeable in 

a range of different 

categories.

Ideation Methods

SCAMPER:

• Substitute- Substitute test categories to gauge interest

• Combine- Join forces with trivia game companies to find new questions 
that inspire new categories

• Adapt- Find a way to use this in school programs to appeal multiple age 

ranges

• Modify- Change questions within existing categories for new perspective

• Put to another use- Create as a trivia card game to be played at 

restaurants to spark interest from other audiences

• Eliminate- Eliminate uninteresting and unpopular categories

• Reverse- rearrange questions to see if they can fit into different, more 

direct categories



POV 
Statement 
#4
Trivia gamers need

a variety of topics 

because they want to 

be knowledgeable in 

a range of different 

categories.

Ideation Methods

Trivia gamers need a variety of 
topics because they want 

to be knowledgeable in a 

range of different categories.

Mindmapping

Ask 

teachers for 

questions 

Delete 

irrelevant 

categories

Update frequently for 

time relevant 

questions

Recruit volunteers 

from different 

cultures

Gain inspiration 

from Jeopardy!

Look to surveys 

for category 

ideas

Find relevant 

categories for age 

ranges

Ask users frequently 

about relevance

Refer to different 

references for 

personalization

Put into school 

curriculum

Team up with 
online 

encyclopedias



POV 
Statement 
#5
Word gamers need a 

way to connect with 

friends and family 

because socializing is 

important to them.

Ideation Methods

Sketch: create a genealogy tree 

button that automatically invites 

family members to group play in 

the same game.



POV 
Statement 
#5
Word gamers need a 

way to connect with 

friends and family 

because socializing is 

important to them.

Ideation Methods

SCAMPER:

•Substitute- Instead of connecting to friends and family, create a 

connection to strangers

•Combine- Bring on Scrabble board game designers to study social 

trends from playing word games

•Adapt- Make a version just for solo playing

•Modify- Design a Words with Friends interactive board game that must 

be played in a group

•Put to another use- Market as a social media platform

•Eliminate- Eliminate function where users can play solo games in order 

to promote socialization

Reverse- Users are saying that too many strangers are trying to socially 

connect and making them uncomfortable, go back to function where it 
was just used to connect with family/ friends



POV 
Statement 
#6
Word gamers need

good quality solo 

gaming options 

because they want to 

improve their 

word building skills in 

individual challenges.

Ideation Methods

Worst Idea Possible:

Lock participants in a room 

forcing them to play Scrabble 

alone for hours. Make them feel 
better about playing Words with 

Friends 2.



POV 
Statement 
#6

Ideation Methods

Word gamers need good quality 

solo gaming options because they 

want to improve their word building 

skills in indiv idualchallenges.

Add number 

of turns for 

longer 

gameplay

Reduce in-

game 

spending
Create different 

solo player modes

Once completed- offer 

words that could have 

been used for more 

points

Reduce time required 

to wait between 

matches
Put in time limit to 

improve recall

Solo bonus 

rounds

Add multiple 

time limits

Reward 

solo 

challenges

Customize 

how many 

turns wanted

Options for 

shorter ads

Customize 

decimals

Mindmapping

Word gamers need
good quality solo 

gaming options 

because they want to 
improve their word 

building skills in 
individual challenges


